Pan-African Passport
Kucheza Ngoma Dance Company
September 10th, 11:00 AM; Ages 4-12
Through colorful drumming and dance, Kucheza Ngoma Dance Company chronicles the influence of the African diaspora on dance, starting with traditional West African rhythms and moving on through the Caribbean and into the Americas. The interactive nature of this program will bring participants in the audience on stage to drum, dance, and do the limbo! [Learn more/TEKS Guide]

Instrument Explorers
Tom’s Fun Band
September 11th, 11:00 AM; Ages 2-8
Sing and dance with Mr. Tom of Tom's Fun Band while exploring the wonderful world of musical instruments. Your little ones will love the engaging songs in this program and the unveiling of new and exciting instruments. Participants will compare instruments, classify instruments and discover new sounds from a variety of string, brass, percussion, and woodwind instruments. [Learn more/TEKS Guide]

ENGINuity!
Open Dance Project
September 18th, 11:00 AM; Ages 4-12
Experience the fast-moving fun of spark plugs and pistons in this hyperphysical romp through the mechanics of motors, engines, and the inventive minds of their creators. Everyday applications of math, science, and engineering are highlighted in this live performance featuring original music, theatre, and dance. [Learn more/TEKS Guide]

Musical Melting Pot
Apollo Chamber Players
September 24th, 11:00 AM; Ages 5-12
Apollo takes participants on an engaging musical world tour, performing music from Mexico, Spain, and the U.S. Appalachia region while illuminating the folk traditions, historical figures, events, and contexts of each of these regions. Along the way, participants gain insight into the instruments and workings of a string quartet and learn the similarities between musical and human interactions. [Learn more/TEKS Guide]

FREE SHOWS!
(45 minutes includes Q&A)